~ all of our shadows are the same ~

...the 7 stages of grief...

shock
denial
bargaining
guilt
anger
depression
acceptance
…the four legged stool of life…
mindfulness
discernment
acceptance
compassion
…the 6th extinction is here…
be kind
give respect
share peace
only love remains
…all of our shadows are the same…

Trump “Approved Natural Disaster Declaration” for Nebraska – NOT Pine Ridge Reservation

http://oglalalakotanation.info/

…here is the link so that you can help…

‘We’re in constant crisis’: cyclone-hit reservation forced to recover on its own

Native Americans on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota are struggling after a winter hurricane, with no disaster relief from Trump

…this is what hate does…as I cruise the news sites I see references to the fight to prevent aide funding to go to Puerto Rico but I have to go out of the U.S. to get news from mainstream media about the Rez not getting funding…nothing to see here, move along now, nothing to see, clear the sidewalk…this is a crime against humanity like none other, this is in your backyard…you might want to goto the “about me” page and to the link “Notes From The Bullring” and read the pages about “Hate” and “Native Americans”, you might but then again, you might not…

Green New Deal: Last Week Tonight with John Oliver (HBO)

...Bill Nye, the science guy...

...the planet is on f-ing fire, get it?...
Siberians roast under temperatures as high as 87.8 F as second heat wave melts the Arctic.

...I live 65 east of Phoenix and our high temp today is to be 84 degrees...

...camp fires at night...

...bringing back a few pages to help you understand what this means and just how important today (May 13th, 2019) is and what it portends for our future...

Where are the breaking news?
The extra news broadcasts?
The front pages?
Where are the emergency meetings?
The crisis summits?

What could be more important?
We are failing but we have not yet failed.
We can still fix this.
But not if we continue like today.
…Greta is correct, very few are talking about the 50 Gt (gigaton) methane bomb in the Arctic waiting to go “pop” within the next 18 months, when it does life on Earth goes “full-stop”…
…for a more in depth look at how our collective goose is being cooked…

**Greenhouse Gas Levels Keep Accelerating**

…just a bit of reading for you, it’s about the 50 Gt (gigaton) methane bomb in the Arctic waiting to go off…

*Peter Wadhams, Professor Emeritus, Ocean Physics*

…this morning (5-15-19) I joined the group over at Scientist Warning.org for a few reasons, One to make the membership grow so the influence grows, Two to stay informed via news releases and Three so I feel I am doing something more than just posting things to this page…won’t you please join? they never ask for donations, unless you want to volunteer and they don’t take ugly money either, just good clean reporting and activism for a chance at a good clean planet…

*Home*
…this is what you wanted, what you voted for…

…and you also got all the bats in his belfry at no extra charge…I’m sorry Ben, we didn’t keep the Republic, unless you consider a shit hole-3rd world-banana republic your idea-ideal american republic?, didn’t think so but I had to ask…bye bye miss american pie…
...I know times are hard for everyone, especially for our Republic, our Constitution and our Bill of Rights... if you goto Crooks and Liars, Commondreams, Daily Kos and others and just read the headlines it is enough to make you wanna puke all over someone’s shoes and the Speaker of The House, nancy, “impeachment is not on the table”, does nothing to put a stop to it, remember when nancy said trump wasn’t worth impeaching? what she really said was you aren’t worth having a Republic with a democratic society, you aren’t worth it, get it? what is one to do? I suggest moving, get out while the getting is good, go somewhere where the government is somewhat stable and the cost of living isn’t too high and hunker down because Global Warming is starting to kick-butt...here in America women don’t own their own bodies, persons of color are either in jail or waiting to go there and fewer and fewer people are able to vote and that vote is being robbed by Russia, the Russians are here, there is little doubt...this is looking less and less like America and more and more like a 3rd world shit-hole banana republic with a dick-tator (yes, the spelling is correct) for a wanna-be ruler...seriously, get out, run just as fast as you can, take your family and friends with you and hunker-down cuz shit is starting to hit the fan, I can’t leave, I am stuck, I have a very hard time just riding in a car but you? Go, be gone, do it now or it will be way too late come tomorrows dawn...
"If you think you're too small to make a difference... try sleeping with a mosquito in the room."
- Dalai Lama